TMCs in EMEA double their
ticketing volumes with

Introduction

The history of Corporate Travel in the EMEA
region has been quite tumultuous. Increasing
threats of terrorism, civil unrest, a fragmented
ﬁnancial market, and the uncertainty of Brexit
have plagued the region’s Corporate Travel
eﬀorts. In spite of these mounting challenges,
there has been a steady demand for Corporate
Travel in the region. However, the need of the
hour was a platform that sources, aggregates and
distributes these airfares for comparison and
booking, thereby negating the need for multiple
GDS searches.

The Challenges

Low Negotiating Power: With negotiating
powers reliant solely on travel volumes, TMCs
in EMEA found themselves on the receiving
end of menial rate slabs and thereby reduced
proﬁts.
Multi GDS Searches: The lack of a common
platform to host Multi GDS content meant that
TMCs invested considerable time looking
through numerous GDSs. This proved to be a
cumbersome task.
Time Zone Diﬀerences: The diﬀerence in time
zones and work hours across oﬃces made
real-time coordination of bookings quite a
hassle. Multiple iterations resulted in delayed
response and reduced eﬃciency in booking.
Group Bookings and LCC Content:
While TMCs in EMEA had access to multiple
GDSs, the lack of competitive group and LCC
fares proved to be a challenge.

The Solution

Lack of Market Coverage: The absence of
dealers in local market meant that TMCs were
investing substantially on fares that were
signiﬁcantly higher than those available at the
point of origin.

Mystiﬂy’s consolidation platform that bridges the
less acknowledged but pressing gaps between
supply and demand. Mystiﬂy connects the
diverse worlds of multi GDS, multi PCC and
LCC content on a single web-based platform
(MyFareBox), which is also available through an
API Inte-gration (OnePoint).

The Results
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Over a three year period, Mystiﬂy has provided its EMEA
TMC customers over 18,128
ticketing opportunities, doubling their ticket volumes year
over year. Projected ticketing
numbers for 2018 has been
set with numbers moving
upwards of 10,896.

TMCs that signed up for Mystiﬂy’s consolidation platform
were able to book fares from
anywhere across the globe,
at rates similar to those available in the local market. This
proved to be a vital asset
which decreased the investment of time and resources.

While the increased ticket
volumes would denote an
increase in revenue, TMCs in
the region were also able to
save on unnecessary bank
charges, transaction fees, and
International travel bookings
through an accurate Rate Of
Exchange (ROE).

The End Result

Mystiﬂy’s singular platform that serves as a global marketplace
for airfares negates the need of additional investments.

Mystiﬂy’s partnership with global airlines and increased
negotiating powers resulted in better savings for our customers.

With a comprehensive global network, Mystiﬂy is a leading B2B Global Airfare Marketplace, trusted by
over 5000 global travel businesses. Crowned the “World’s Leading Airline Consolidator” by the World
Travel Awards, three times in a row, Mystiﬂy has ticketed over 45,000 city pairs in 190+ countries, in
2017 alone. With a roadmap to airfare disruption, Mystiﬂy now sets its course towards enabling travel
providers become NDC compliant.
www.mystiﬂy.com
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